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SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGIATE PRESS ASSOCLEMSON REMOVES
CLEMSON AND FURMAN CLASH TOMORROW
CIATION HOLDS MEETING IN GREENVILLE
IN FIRST GAME A CLEMSON IN YEARS CITADELJROM RACE
Turkey Day Game to Be Point
One More Step Taken to State
and Furman Hosts
PROFESSOR DOGGETT G.toW.StateC. Scribes—Spartanof Interest in South
Championship in Defeat
I0VERN0R RICHARDS
Carolina
of Charleston Cadets
burg to Be Next MeetMOURNED
RY
ALL
AT
CITADEL
GAME
ing Place
Revenge was sweat to the big, e
Tomorrow the referees' whistle
F

opens the 1929 edition of the annual
Turkey Day feud between Furman University and Clemson College. For years
this classic has been attracting more
and more interest among sportsdorn
until it has become a cherished ambition and an ancient custom for the
Purple Hurricane and the Clemson Tiger to settle old scores on Thanksgiving. However poor the record of either
team for the season, the contest has
that old doubtfulness as to the winner
about it that furnishes the rabid fans
all the thrills that they can hold with
the heavy dinner that they have just
topped off. And this year is no exception.
Tomorrow Furman returns to play
Clemson on Riggs Field after an absence of five years. The last time the
Hurricane left Riggs Field, they trotted off the victors by a lone field
goal. This year, however, they will
journey over from Greenville the under dog. Clemson rules a strong favorite by virtue o fthe Tiger's 13 to 0
triumph over the Citadel which has
tied Furman this year. Last year the
T-.gers won 27 to 12. Back in 1914
Clemson defeated Furman 99 to o and
3S of the points scored were tallied by
the Tiger rats.
Besides holding the lime-light as a
battle between traditional rivals this
year's game will decide the Tiger's
right to an undisputed state championship. That fact alone will mark it as
a combat that will draw thousands of
loyal supporters of both the Tigers and
the Hurricane. This game rings down
the curtain for both teams. Both are
on an edge. Furman hoping to revenge
kst year's loss and Clemson desirous
of claiming their first state title in
some years. All in all the game tomorrow will pack all the color, the
thrills and traditional rivalry that can
be packed into a Clemson-Furman contest.
Clemson and Furman meet hero
Thanksgiving: Day in their eighteenth game of a series which has
(Continued on Page 2)

rocious Tiger that defeated ah inSees Military Rivals Play—Ca- effective Citadel aggregation by a
det Corps Gives Due Honscore of 13 to 0 last Saturday in
a ame that was exceedingly slow du.-or to His Visit
to the very soggy condition of Riggs
Clemson was honored this past Fel d.the scene of the contest that
week-end by having as guests Gov. was featured by much and varied
and Mrs. John G. Richards of South punting. All but a few minutes -it
Carolina.
the four quarters was played by a
Governor and Mrs. Richards ar- second and even parts of a third
rived on the campus Saturday morn- string outfit of Bengals.
Just after teh game started teh
ing, and had lunch in the college
mess hall, where they were received beautiful green carpet on the Clemwith much applause.
son field was transferred into a sog
After lunch the Governor's party gy mud that afforded a most treachwas escorted to their special box erous footing. Due to the fact thai
seats for the Clemson-Citadel game smooth green sod, that has been a
by Dr. and MTS. Sikes, and then fol- subject of great pride this season,
lowed one of the rarest and most has received such an abundance of
ipieturesque sceens ever staged on rain during the last three weeks,
the Clemson campus. The colors, it was onl ya matter lof a very'few
the band, the drum and bugle corpt>, minutes after the struggle had start
and the Junior Platoon had turned ed until the grass had been changed
out to represent the college in pay- into a ubtance that cloely reeming the Governor the highest pos- bled the marshy land of the lower
sible military honor. The drum ana section of the Palmc-tto State. This
bugle corps sounded "Attention" abence of firm 'footing ^as extremeand every cadet snapped to atten- ly detrimental to the running attack
tion and saluted while the drum of both aggregations. No spectacuand bugle corps played "The Gen- lar gains were made by either team
eral" which was recognized by the from the ground game. The only
Governor in his official way. This Ion gain of the day was made duris a rare honor and is acorded only ing the third period, when Woodto Generals in the United States ruff received a forty-three yard pass
Army and Governors within their from a Clemson Goat.
own state. Immediately afterwards
oCach Cody of the Tiger eleven
came one of the hardest fought deemed it. wise to alow parctically
and cleanest played ifootball games entirely a second string outfit to
seen on the campus this year. play the first half. This team held
To prove to the Governor and to the the lads from the West Point at
spectators in general that Clemson Charleston scoreless and without a
was still a military college, the Ju- serious threat.
However, their ofnior Platoon gave a splendid exhibi(Continued on paife five)
tion of close order drill between the
halves.
The Governor seemed to be well
pleased with the welcome extended
him by the cadets the faculty, and
the entire college as a whole.

CLEMSON DIRECTOR
ELECTEDJECRETARY
Dr. Calhoun Elected to High

Post
TAPS OFFERS PRIZES
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, director of
FOR GESTJIATERIAL resident
teaching in the AgricultuFor the purpose of obtaining interesting material for the Satire and
Feature sections of the TAPS, two
contests wil be conducted.
Both
contests will be open to everybody
and as many entries as desired may
be submitted.
Cartoons, jokes or
other humorous matter will be accepted for the Satire contest. The
humor should relate to the school
or students in some way.
For the Feature section contest,
snapshots or other pictures will be
accepted. The winners will receive
prizes, and any picture held for use
will be paid for by TAPS. Details
of the contest will be posted on the
'bulletin board. Start collecting material now and turn In entries to the
editor in room C-l.

ral department was elected secretary of the Resident Teaching section
of the Association of Land Grant
Colleges at its meeting in Chicago
last week. This election automatically carries with it accession to the
chairmanship of the section next
year.
The Association of Land Grant
Colleges includes all land grant colleges in the United States. Its Agricultural Department is divided into
three sections: research, extension,
and resident teaching.
Dr. Calhoun has been a member of
the Clemson faculty for twenty-five
years, and for the past fifteen years
has held his present position as director of agricultural teaching. He
is one of the widest known geolo
gists in the South.

C. S. Doggett, Head of Textile
Prizes for the best 'pieces of journDepartment for Many
alistic work done during the year
Years, Dies Friday
by college students of this state were
awarded and Spartanburg was selectCharles Stebbins Doggett, 71, for ed as the meeting place for the 1930
many years director of the textile convention at a banquet at Poinsett
department of Clemson college un- hotel, Friday night Nov. 2 2, which
til his retirement two years ago, marked the close of the annual
died at his home here at 1 o'clock meeting of South Carolina College
Friday afternoon. He had been in
Press
association in Greenville.
declining health folowing a slight Scribes of Wofford College and Constroke a year ago.
vesre College will oe hosts to the
Funeral services wiere held on convention next year.
Sunday and burial was at the college cemetery.
Following is a list of winners anProfessor Doggetjt, a native of
nounced last night: Feature story.
Massachusetts, came to Clemson colOld Gold and Black, Wofford College in 1905 as professor of textile
lege newspaper; short story, Winchemistry and dyeing and director of
throp College journal; one-act play,
the textile school. He had been well
Concerpt, literary magazine of Coneducated at Aberlin college and othverse College;
poem, Erothesian,
er institutions, had received his
Lander Colege magazine; essay,
technical training at the best polyErothesian; sketch, Bashaba, Coker
technic schools of Europe, had wide
Colege magazine; editorial, Parley
practical experience in textiles, and
Voo, Converse College newspaper;
his work at Clemson did much to es•book review, Isaqueena, Greenville
tablish the high standard of the texWoman's College magazine; news
tile school. He was a member of
story, Spokesman, G. W. C. newspathe Presbyterian church, a Mason, per.
and a member of the American Association for Advancement of Science
The Concerpt, of Converse, won
and other scientific bodies.
first place in the state as being the
Besides his widow, who was Miss best literary magazine, and the
Sara Verity, of Bramley, England, Johnsonian, of Winthrop, took first
Mr. Doggett leaves five daughters,
place among the newspaper, it was
Miss Marguerite, Librarian at Clemannounced. The best publications
i son College; Misses Lucy and Aline
were chosen by a committee of
teachers in New York; Mrs. Finley
judges from out of the state, using
Grisette, at missionary in Africa;
three representative issues of each
and Miss Sara Frances, now in the to judge from.
school for nurses at Johns Hopkins university.
The best journalistic efforts were
determined by judges selected from
newspapers and English faculties of
colleges and universities.

ROHUNKS DEFEATED
RY PIEDMONT TEAM DEMONSTRATION OF
Muddy Field Hinders Game
ESSO IS GIVEN HERE

Bruce Thompson,
of Furman,
president of the association, acted as
toastmaster Friday night as brief
toasts were proposed by a numbe1'
of the delegates. Music was furLast Friday afternoon the Junior
College from the red old hills of Mr. Naylor Talks on Advant- nished by Allen 'Morrow and James
Dew of Furman. About 7 5 persons
Georgia, defeated the Clemson "Boages of Esso Gas
attended the banquet.
hunks" 12 to 0. The game was a
very unusual one, due to the way
Mr. Naylor of the Standard Oil
Officers of the association to serve
that the thrills of the game were
Co. gave a demonstration of Esso Gasnext year will be chosen from the
furnished. It was played in a mixoline and its characteristis in Riggs Hall
staffs of publications at the colleges
tuer of rain, wind, and mud. The
last Friday night. Mr. Naylor's talk
acting as 'hosts to the convention
fans were thrilled time and time
was on the advantage of Esso gasoline
again by the clowning of both
next fa!'
over ordinary gasoline.
teams. After each play, at least
In his demonstration Mr. Naylor
Dr. Carlyle Campbell, president of
twenty-two players would get up
used
a small gasoline-engine driven Coker College, Hartsville, was prinlooking like Indians, due to the wet
red clay. Whenever a man made an generator set which ran with ordinary cipal speaker at the open session
attempt to tackle another and failed gas and with Esso. The gasoline en- Friday morning at Furman, when
he would slide at least ten yards gine was equipped with a device which Furman students and a number of
after missing the tackle. Probably registered the knocking of the motor Greenvilians were "'-o present. He
this had little to do with Clemson which allowed a visible demonstration pointed to the influence of current
loosing the game, but if the game of the ability of an ethyl gasoline to magazines on life and views of college students and talked at length
could have been played on a decent slop spark or carbon knocking.
Mr. Naylor related the life-history on the qualities of pure literature.
field the fans would have seen betof ethyl fluid and told something of
ter football.
In closing, he urged the college
Long was the outstanding player the process of making it, as well as
for Clemson. Time after time he some , of the ways it is used in the writers to create an atmosphere of
He also gave interesting habitual beauty, noble living and
would break through the Piedmont gasolines.
answers
to
all
the questions put to him corect thoughts in the students
team and throw his opponent for
graet losses.
Solomon, Blakeney, by his audience. The audience was through the college magazine.
Harvley, and Mann also played good small but was delighted with the
demonstration and the clear-cut way
The Tiger was represented at the
game.
Sharpe was the outstanding star in which Mr. Naylor presented his association by A. R. Ramseur and
F. H. Crymes.
facts.
for Piedmont College.
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RIFLE TEAM
STARTS PRACTICE
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"

Small-bore Team Begins Training on Monday

Pounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.

The Clemson small bore rifle team
began training for the 1929-30 sesEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, sion on last Monday, November 25.
The room in .the Y. M. C. A. forSou.th Carolina.
merly used as a bowling alley is to
be used this year as the target
range.
Seven men of last year's
EDITORIAL STAFF
team reported Saturday morning,
H. W. DORSET
Editor-in-Chief
November 23, and elected a team
L. T. LEITNER, JR
Associate Editor
captain and a coach. Lieut. P. H.
G. W. SACKMAN
Associate Editor
KroE, U. S. A. will instruct and diF. S. RUSH
_
Athletic Editor
rect the team this year. The team
J. G. ADAMS
_
Associate Athletic Editor
is to be under the supervision of
Associate Athletic Editor
A. R. CRAWFORD ...._
_
the Athletic department. Mr. Gee,
.Exchange Editor
J. A. WILSON
—
—
athletic director, has promised his
W. C. SNYDER
Feature Editor
full cooperation in this matter.
W. G. DAY
Society Editor
W. F. Hughes was elected captain,
C. E. JARRARD
_
- Columnist
and H. W. Dorset, coach of this
C. E. CRUTCHFIELD
Columnist
year's team. The other members reC. V. RENTZ
_
Y. M. C. A. Editor
naming from last year's team are.
E. B. WHITE
Clubs Editor
J. M. Prim, B. S. Rose, S. D. WatG. HODGES
—
Joke Editor
son, F. W. Lee, and T. I. Dashiel.
Associate Joke Editor
E. P. SHEHEEN ..._
These men will form the nucleus on
Assignment Editor
!). C. TURRENTINE
which next year's team will be built
however, they are by no means asSTAFF REPORTERS
sured a place on the team. The
J. H. STEPHENS, H. A. RIPPLEMEYER, R. F. PALMER
team will consist of about twenty
T S HEYWARD, J. P. LITTLEJOHN, H. C. WOODSON
men from those who make the high' J.' A. COOK, J. S. DAVIS, B. F. MARTIN, E. E. EPTING
est scores in a competitive elimination. A call for candidates for
BUSINESS STAFF
the team will be issued in the next
X. R. RAMSEUR _
Business Manager
few days.
Associate Business Manager g
Lieut. Kron who has charge of
F. H. CRYMES
the team this year is a very capable
CIRCULATION STAFF
instructor and an excellent shot,
T. R. WANNAMAKER
Circulation Manager j
having won numerous medals in
W. F. HUGHES
Assistant Circulation Manager
competition matches through out the
R H. McGEE
Associate Circulation Manager
country. Mr. Gee has promised his
T H FAGG
—
Associate Circulation Manager
full cooperation, which is in line
with the athletic 'program outlined
by him previously in which he stated
that he would endeavor to have as
many different athletic sports at
Clemson as possible. The rifle team
And again Thanksgiving is here. How many cadets
will in all probability be rated as a
ever stop to think of the real meaning of the word Thanksminor sport.
giving? To how many of them does the word signify
The Y. M. C. A. was very generous
more than a feed and a football game and a holiday?
Jn allowing the team to use the old

EDITORIAL

Thanksgiving is a day set aside for giving thanks where
they are due. It is a good day for all of us to check up
and see to whom we owe gratitude. First in the list will
probably be your parents. How long has it been since
you told them that you appreciate what they are doing
for you, the chance they are giving you? Don't you suppose they would like some little sign of appreciation?
Better write home now and tell them that you are thinking of them and appreciate the things they've done for
you.
About this time of the year the Seniors all become interested in one certain subject: "What am I going to do
when I finish and who is going to offer me a job in this
line of work?" Contact men from the large companies
are already beginning to come around, not to offer jobs,
but to interview candidates and make selections.
The question which confronts the senior is an important
one. If he goes to work and after two or three years
finds himself in a blind alley, he has to retrace his steps,
and has lost two or three years of his life. Very few of
the boys now know what line of work they wish to follow. In this condition the best idea, probably is to go
into some line of work which is not so highly specialized,
get a look at the field and the type of jobs, decide what
you like, and then go to it. The years spent in the training will be of more aid than those spent in some specialized project not related to the type of work you decide
you like.
Some of the boys do know what they wish to do, and
they are indeed lucky. Those boys should work hard,
try their best to make a good impression of the interviewer, and do their best to get the job. And if some
other company offers you a job in a field different from
the one you are sure you will like, better think a long
time before you accept. You don't want to make any false
starts, and the other company may not be as quick as
this one—they may want you, but just haven't yet expressed themselves.
So when you go to get your job think long and hard,
because the question at hand is one of the most important
you will ever have to answer if you get along in life?
Work hard, show that you are earnest, express your desires, and more than likely you'll land the job.

bowling alley as a range. Mr. Holtzendorff was particularly active in
..ecuring this privilege for the .team.
It was found that the new gym
would not be suitable for practice
because of the other athletic practice which would be going on there
at the same time, the noise would
be a source of nervousness to the
riflemen, and the constant firing, al
though perfectly safe, would be a
source of nervousnes to the other
men in the gym at the same time.
The new targets which have been
practice in the Y. M. C. A. perfectly safe.
Matches with eighteen other college teams have already been scheduled, including the Fourth Corps
Area match, and the Hearst Trophy
match. Many more will be secured
before the season is well under way.
The season will probably commence
about January 1st, and continue
through March. An effort will be
made to schedule a match with all
teams in the state. Arrangements
are also under way for a match with
one of the best teams in the United
States.
All of the above matches
are to foe "'postal matches" in which
the results will be certified and
mailed to the competitor. Shoulder
to shoulder matches that is matches
where the teams will be met actually, will be arranged in all probability for a few matches.

NOV.
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CLEMSON AND FURMAN
("LASH TOMORROW
(Contiuued from page one)
been played
intermittently since
1986. In past performances, Clemson has won nine contests, Furman
has annexed six, and two have been
ties. Clemson has scored 352 points
against Furman, while the Baptists
have registered but 16 5, less than
half that number.
With a clearcut state championship within their reach, the Tigers
will iput up a strenuous effort to
keep their South Carolina slate
clean for the season, and a great
crowd is expected to witness the
game.
Scores of previous Clemson-Furman games follow:
1896—Clemson 14
Furman G
1902—Clemson 28
Furman 0
1914—Clemson 5 7
Furman 0
1915—Clemson 9 4
Furman 0
1916—Clemson 7
Furman 6
1917—Clemson 3 8
Furman 0
1918—Clemson 6 7
Furman 7
1919—Clemson 7
Furman 7
1920—Clemson 0
Furman 14
1921—Clemson 0
Furman 0
1922—Clemson 6
Furman 20
1923—Clemson 7
Furman e
19 24—Clemson 0
Furman 3
19 25—Clemson 0
Furman 26
192 6—Clemson 0
Furman 30
19 27—Clemson 0
Furman 28
1928—Clemson 27
Furman 12
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ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF OUR NEW SERVICE STATION
BY THAT, WE MEAN NEW AND BETTER SERVICE,
PROMPT, WILLING, EFFICIENT—THE KIND OF SERVICE YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED. WE SELL TEXACO
CLEAN, CLEAR, GOLDEN MOTOR OIL AND THE NEW
AND BETTER TEXAS GOSOLINE
HIGH TEST AT NO
EXTRA PRICE.
TRY US ONCE, YOU'LL COME AGAIN

TIGER SERVICE STATION
Operators:

W. K. MOORE
HHSHaaaHHHgEH^

FLOYD MIXON
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HAVE YOU SEEN THE ADS 0F-PARKER DifCFOLD PENS

SHAFFERS PENS

'Guaranteed Forever'
WE ARE

T
7
7
7
7
7
7

t

'Guaranteed for a Lifetime"

T

GLAD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE AGENTS FOR

t7

BOTH LINES, CARRYING A COMPLETE STOCK—

WRIST WATCHES

T
r
7
7
7
7
T

$10.00 TO $35.00
AND

EXTRA STRAPS
IN

METAL

f7

$1.00 TO $3,50
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LEATHER
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TOILET ARTICLES

X
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DO YOU NEED-STATIONERY
CLEMSON PENNANTS

MEDICAL SUPPLIES
CLEMSON JEWELRY

"CHECKS CASHED CHEERFULLY"

7

t7

7
T
7

♦♦♦*

L. C. Martin Drug Co.,
'. S. McCOLLUM, MANAGER
.

- ♦♦♦
T

WEDNESDAY,

NOV.
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KEV. CAPERS SATERLEE
SPEAKS AT VESPERS
The Rev. Capers Saterlee gave a
very interesting talk at the Vesper
Service Sunday evening, Nov. 24, to
a very large audience.
Preceding the talk Mr. I. D. Lewis
offered a beautiful prayer.
Several
songs were sung, after which Rev.
Saterlee talked on "The Bible". He
brought out the fact that man was
incurably religious and should look
to the Bible, which should not be
taken literaly, for his guidance. He
said that sin was started by man
trying to get something for nothing,
as men do today. The speaker said
that man brought sorrow on himself
by disoheying God,
and
that we
should not look back to the Garden
of Eden for comfort, but to set as
our goal
toward
that Paradise
which Jesus has prepared for us, and
which is much more gloriousc than
Eden.
He said that whether we
reached this Paradise or not is our
own
responsibility.
The
service
came to a close by a prayer rendered by Rev. SateTlee.

THE FRESHJIAN COUNCIL
ORGANIZED AT CLEMSON

Thirty-four Men in Council—Six
More to Be Added—Officers to be
Elected Soon.
Several meetings have been held
recently and some very interesting
work is ahead of the Council. Plans
for one of the best Councils are being formulated.
Adams, Pulmer,
Bagnal, Byrd, Ervin, Gettys, Bowen,
Furman, Hutcheson,
Glenn, Garrison, Jordan, Keller, Latham, Livingston, Morris,
M«Grew,
Martin,
Monta, Mitchell, Miller, Nally, Phillips, Quattlebaum,
Patrick,
Reid,
Thackston,
Lam'bert,
Whetstone,
Wiggins, Walker, and Wallace are
some of the men who are taking
active part in the early beginnings
of this organization.
Mr. Ralph Wiggins, chairman ot
the New
Students Committee, is
acting as councilor, and a number
of upper classmen and others have
helped in the selection of this group
of men.
It is likely that some of
the members will propose the names
of others within a short time, ana
the full complement of forty will
be voted in.
The election of officers is scheduled to take place soon.
Every man is being given ample op
portunity to know all the others and
it is believed that some excellent
men will be chosen.
We hope to secure a Faculty Advisor soon.
"The best is not too
good."

GOSPEL

TEAM AT
METHODIST

CHURCH

The Gospel Team with Mr. J. Roj
Cooper as speaker, conducted the
services at the Methodist church
Sunday morning, November 24, in
the absence of Rev. Mr. Hodges.
Preceding the
speaker
a cello
solo was rendered by Mr. E. J. Freeman. Then J. R. Cooper gave a very
instructive talk on "The Naturalness
of Prayer." He brought out the fact
that a person did not have to be
reminded to eat or sleep, but it
seemed different in prayer. He said
people should not have to he reminded to pray, but it should come to
them. He also stated that God answered prayers as he saw fit in the
manner that he saw fit.
This inspiring service ended with a beautiful prayer offered up by Mr. Cooper.

i

BIBLE STUDY GET-TO-GETHER
All members, teachers, and assistant teachers of the Freshman Bible
Study classes assembled in the "Y'
auditorium after supper Thursday
night,
for a get-to-gether. Thie
meeting came just after the completion of the six weeks course that has
been held in barracks for an hour
every Tuesday night.
At this meeting a few remarks
were made by the president of each
class.
These remarks were mainly
on the points that were brought out
in the classes that were of interesr
and help to them. Some of the faculty leaders that were present ex-,
pressed the pleasure and benefit of
association that they derived in their
contact with the student.
For the pleasure of everyone present, after the meeting was over, a
comedy was shown. During the picture everyone was served with Eskimo pies.
The number that attended the
weekly meeting plainly show the interest that was taken in trying to
make the classes a success.

God's goodness, His
mighty Hand
and outstretched arm,
because of
His love and care for his people.
The emphasis in Exodus is negative
—"Thou shalt not do this or that."
Deuteronomy simply says "Rest and
remember God." This ought to lead
to a more joyful consecration of
of its positive emphasis. This was
more in keeping with Jesus view.
He said, "The Sahbath was made
for man, not man for the Sabbath."
Surely if we had anything like the
constant conscientiousness of God's
mercy and goodness, that animated
the lives of the writers of Deuteronomy there wouldn't he any question of descrating the Lord's Day.
Likewise there'd be no question of
making that Day "bule" or unhappy.
We would look upon it as a day
made for man, a day of blessing, of
rest and joy—joy in remembering
the Goodnes of our Maker.
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BILL & BUSS
— FOR

HOLINGSWORTH'S

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL MEETS

UNUSUAL

CANDIES

Cold Drinks and Sandwiches a Specialty

On Tuesday evening, Nov. 19, at
6:45 the Sophomore Council met in
the Ladies Club Room at the Y.
M. C. A. After a short devotional
Prof. D. B. Sherman gave a most
interesting talk on "Can Evolution
be in Accordance with Christian Religion?" He pointed O'ut some facts
and based his
discussion around
the'se truths in a very instructive
manner. Everyone present felt that
it was a privilege to have been there
and to have heard this topic discussed.
Immediately following this phase
of the meeting a shorr business session was held. Four new numbers
were taken into the Council. These
were: Sam Verner, D. M. Cox, G. W.
Chavous, and H. F. Cannon.
The
Council is glad to welcome these
fellows into the group and feels sure
that .they will do their parts in carPROF.
SHERMAN
ADrying on the work of the "Y" at
DRESSES SOPH. COUNCIL
Clemson.
Teh meeting was clodtd wHh a BjWHW^HSiaiBEBB^
Members of the Sophomore Coun- chain of sentence prayers.
cil considered themselves fortunate
in having Professor Sherman address them November 19th on the
subject "Can Evolution be in Keeping with the Doctrine of the ChristSweet Briar To The Front
ian Religion?"
In a logical and
Probably
the first girls college
most interesting manner the speaker appeared for ia liberal rather in the south to allow smoking on
"Friendly to the Feet"
its campus is Sweet Briar College.
than a literal interpretation of the
The
Sweet
Briar
News
says
that
Scriptures. It was shown that those
ALL STYLES
$5.00
Sweet Briar has now taken her
who interpret the Bible liberally
place among the leading women's
experience no lasting difficulty in
colleges
in another way. The highharmonizing
evolution
with the
est consumption of cigarettes, we
Christian Religion.
suppose, will soon he an asset to
Prof. Sherman doubtless would
OTHER COLORS
$15.00, $17.00 and $20.00
the female institutions.
be glad to talk with any student
who feels that science is antagonisWestward, Ho
tic to religion, and who at the same
According to the Tulane Hullabatime would like to face the facts
loo the scent of Pasadena rose.i is
squarely.
The Professor is a genalready beginning to permeate the
The word "CLEMSON", leaping tiger, and seal all
uine friend to students, and is ever
Tulane campus.
By a string of
engraved on parchment
ready to be of any possible service
comparisons in results that looks
to them.
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MELTING POT

FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES

BLOE TOPCOATS

.... $20.00

CLEMSON STATIONARY

like a family tree the Hullabaloo
comes to the conclusion that Pittaburg doesn't look so much better
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
than Tulane.
Without the comHow few people know there are parative scores Tulane" looks as
two sets of Ten Commandments in good as anybody to us—even Tenthe Bible and how few realize that nessee.

those differing codes show marked
advances in regard to the observance
of women in society! But there are.
The fourth
and
tenth Commandments, showing great advances in
each of these phases of the Jewish
and through it the Christian religion.
The first code is in Exodus twenty, the second in Deuteronomy five.
Exodus twenty ought to he read in
connection with the first story of
Creation as contained in the first
chapter and first four verses of the
second chapter of Genesis. For these
two together give us to understand
that man was made for the purpose of keeping holy the Sabbath.
Deuteronomy
reasons
rather that,
the Sahbath was made for man to
be a day of rest and joy, joyous remembrance of Jehovah's goodness
and mercy to His people.
If we
took the attitude toward the Lord's
Day in the week which the Deoteronomic Code gives us, there would be
little further question
of "blue
laws."
For the emphasis though
the command is the same in Exodus and Deuteronomy, but the reason for the emphasis is different.
The emphasis in Deuteronomy is positive. Keep the Sabbath because of

24 SHEETS, 24 ENVELOPES IN BOX FOR $1.00
Ties

Shirts

Sox

Suspenders

"JUDGE" KELLER

JUST SO
Opinions on kissing seem to be
in vogue today. In the Blue Stocking we find a little argument between three young ladies on the sub::,KX::-;«:.:: .::.>:;!:;:: ;:V::;:::; ;r:r;:fTfr?lIgi|3
ject of kising. One says that she
has kissed only two boys in her igKKIiaiSllgKllKE
mraHBi
life, and is thereupon pronounced
the "Original inocent girl". Another declares that no girl should kiss
OUR NEW SHOP FOREMAN
a boy until her fifth date with him,
but the third sees no reason why
she couldnt' kiss her boy friends on
the second date. Wonder what the A FACTORY TRAINED MECHANIC, IS PEPARED TO GIVE
TRY US ONCE—YOU'LL
Winthrop girls think about the sub- YOU THE BEST OF SERVICE.
ject.
Let's see—from three girls FIND US PROMPT, COURTEOUS AND EFFICIENT.
we get three different views; wonder if we'd get fifteen hundred different opinions here.
Oh, well,
WE ARE OFFERING SPECIAL PRICES ON THE FOL"Every person to his own taste,"
LOWING:
said the old woman as she kissed
GRINDING AND REFACING VALVES, CLEANING CARBON
her cow.—The .Tohnsonion.
CLEANING PLUGS, AND ADJUSTING TIMEING TO
We would like to get the inside
MEET COLD WEATHER DEMANDS
dope on the referendum when it's
held. We would like to roster form
COME BY AND LET US GET YOUR RADIATOR AND
with the number representing eac'\ HOSE CONNECTIONS READY FOR THAT ANTI-FREEZE.
girl's opinion by
her name. We
promise it will be held in absolute
confidence.
W. K. MOORE, Pron.
And we are willing to bet that
Day Phone 77-J
Night Phon« 77-W
the old woman that kissed her covdidn't have her "Mrs."

AT YOUR SERVICE

MR. C. E. SMITH

FROM NOW UNTIL JANUARY 1

COLLEGE

GARAGE
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Chapel Speaker: I made myself
a success. I started life as a barefoot boy.
Voice from the Rear: I wasn't
born with shoes on myself.

■wW-f

JUNIORS

Why did you kiss me in the dark?
Raged homely Sally Lou.
Now that I've seen you in the light
I sort of wonder, too.

ness sake, quit sitting
cane bottom chairs.

on

those

Coia^X
«'

R. O. T. C. OFFER?

CHRISTMAS IS COMING SO SEE

HOKE SLOAN
»

AND

'30: That girl has no heart.
Student—Hey, I wanna exchange
'29: Have you been hunting ill
this book.
Doc. McCollum—To late; you've the right place?
had it a whole term.
Student—But I just foiund out
Is she a wonderful girl?
that every other page is missing.
Yes, figuratively speaking.
Strawberry Youngblood is so lazy
he can't decide whether to stay in
bed all morning or to get up early
so he'll have a longer day tj loaf.

Jim Umio»»y
U. oJS. C. ,

First Doc—In all my experience
I've never seen so many scars on
one man.
Second Doc—War veteran or husband?

I've taken
found IT.

my

fun

where

I've

How do you know she's a lady?
Oh, 'cause when I necked her
she made me take off my hat.

PREPARED

J. 0. Jones Co.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, FURNISHING
ATHLETIC GOODS
gSSaiSHEigigfflEHaEK^^
sBBHisiiaiiaiagi

TO YOU
THEMAYCAMPUS
LADIESTRUST US WITH
YOUR FINEST DRESSES
as

OUR FORCE HAS HAD MANY YEARS OF

Pipes save no
midnight oil
IF PIPES made the man, anybody
at all could rise in the world just
by smoking a few pounds of Edgeworth. But pipes do not make the man.
Men make the pipe—most men do.
Somewhat depends on the individual,
more on the pipe, and the tobacco is
most important of all. Things must
be congenial.
Edgeworth is a congenial tobacco;
cool, slow-burning, fully flavored.
Edgeworth has poise, kindly good
nature, real tobacco personality —
Edgeworth welcomes new friends.
Many a good man has been pledged
to pipes by Edgeworth alone.
Like to meet Edgeworth? Just ask
with the coupon—and the postman
will bring your first few pipefuls of
the genuine, three years seasoned if
it's a day. Our treat, if you please.
Others have found Edgeworth and
quit their discontent.
So may it be with you!

BLECKLEY DRY CLEANERS |
♦i*

fT
T
T

fT

DILLARD'S SHOE SHOP

f

"Down Town"

i

siHsisrasiHrasisHsra^^

I
I

IN NINE STATES
We have unusual opportunities for good men in
the nine Southern States in which we operate.
Old Line Life Insurance with
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Organized 1005
C. O. MILFORD President
Southeastern Life BJdg.
Greenville, South Carolina

Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policyholders over 3,800,000.00
a'^isisi^iawiSRIHIsppigiigiiaraia

CLIFF CRAWFORD
CLEANING and PRESSING
SINCE 1908

(Witness my seal;
(and my seat of learning)
(and my postomce and state)
Now let the Edgeworth come I

*t*

^►^M$*^^«&^$>4^<$^4^M$^^^^^^^H$^^^

EDGEWORTH
Edgeworth is a careful blend
of good tobaccos — selected
especially for pipe-smoking. Its
quality and flavor never
change. Buy it anywhere
— "Ready Rubbed" or
"Plug Slice"—15*! pocket
package to pound humidor tin.

WE ARE INSTALLING MORE MACHINERY
AND ARE NOW ABLE TO GIVE YOU BETTER
WORK ON ALL SHOE REPAIRING.

T

Larus & Bro. Co., Richmond, Va.
I'll try your Edgeworth. And I'll try
it in a good pipe.

He. Come on, just one kiss.
She: I'm not a retailer.

GET

Kisigiaiaiaaa^iHHii^^

certain young Low-Hip named
Barber
"I think that war veterans make Ought to be thrown in the harbor;
mighty good husbands, don't you?" I believe by heck,
"Yes, they always know what to That he'd try to neck
That beautiful dame, Greta Garbo.
do after you've shot them."

"Father, I'm engaged."
Dean—My boy, do you drink?
"Can she cook?"
Stude—No, sir.
"Hell no. But she can change a
Dean—How
unfortunate.
My
brother in Scotland sent me two tire."
cases of Scotch and since I don't
"What are all those men doinri
drink, I am trying to dispose of it.
in a circle with their heads toHelen—How is my dog different gether? Is it a football team?"
"No, just a bunch of Scotchmen
from the planet Mars?
lighting a cigarette."
Blazes—Well, how?
Helen—We know my dog is inShe—Could I try on that blue dress
habited.
in the window?
He—Why, er, that's the lamp
She—Isn't he connected with you
by marriage in some way?
shade.
He—Yes, he maried my fiance.
If you think dimpled knees are
Little Emily ran in the house, cry- not scarce just try to get hold of
ing as though her heart would break. one.
her mother.
?
Knight: Fair Queen, can I be
"My dolly, Billy broke it," she
of any service to you?
sobbed.
Queen: No thanks, the King is
How did he break it?"
"I hit him on the head with it." home.

A NEW SUIT, TOPCOAT,

SHOES, BARRYMORE SHIRTS

A

He: So you think it would be foolNat Watson—How did you get the
ish for me to marry a girl who is
grease on your face?
Joe Hall-man—Well, you see, our my mental inferior?
She: No, impossible.
car hroke down and I 'had to fix it.
Nat—Since when do you grease
No, Rosewa-d, I can never he more
your car with red grease?
than a sister to you.
"Hey, your lights are out.
All right—kiss brother good night.
"I know it. I just put some of
this prohibition alcohol in the raA summer school co-ed says that
diator and they went blind."
Doctor Foots Hunter of Chemistry
wasn't interesting. He didn't teach
"I wanna quarter's worth of rat
her anything except chemistry.
poison."
"Do you want to take it with
And there's the Scotchman who
you?"
bought a lifetime fountain pen in
"No, I'll send the rats after it."
his baby's name.
Co-ed (at the end of the quarter)
Motorist: Is it very far to the next
—Now that you have kissed me,
town?
professor, what do you think?
Native: Well, it seems farthe'n
PVOf.—You'll fail. I need you in
it is, but it ain't.
my class next quarter.

SENIORS--

HBHSHHBHHSBEHIsaH^

Tha "QUICK RELIEF" Cold Kerned* fot
College Students, sold by s Col ei~ Stndenl
IfOUK URUGGIST
HAS COLDEX

AND

WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MY

STOP

"See that girl with the checked
"I say" asked the sweet young
dress?"
thing discussing a trip to Montreal
"My gosh, do they chetck that
"How do you ask for water in
too?"
French"
"Avez-vous" began the other, then
Artist (talking to model)—I wish
broke
off. "But shall we want any
you wouldn't wear such tight garwater
in Montreal?"
ters— (looking closer) and for good-

1929.

27,

SBilBlBB«i^Mg«ISligsia^

You're quite an amateur at kissing.
Think so? Well it took a lot of
practice to get that 'first timeeffect.

Are you majoring in Military
"What's a cowslip?"
Prof. Holmes—State the number of
Science?
"Just a bovine indiscretion, Nellie,
the last amendment added to the S.
Nope, just Second Lieutenanting.
S. Constitution, and tell for what just a bovine indiscretion."
1: I think that fresh young felthe amendment provides.
Prof.
Shelly—How
does
Rose
likv.
low
is following us.
Freshman—The nineteenth; Equal
2: I'll tell him where to—No,
Suffrage. The women have a right your new mustache?
Johnny Rodgers—Darn it, I for- he's turning off.
to suffer as well as the men.
got to show it to her.
1: Hell.
When a girl is sixteen, she's good
"Rastus, 'how much money do you
looking.
make a week?"
When she's twenty-five, she has
Well sur, when I works, I makes
wrinkles.
five dollars, an' when I doesn't 1
When she's thirty, she has gray
makes ten.'
that
hair.
COLO and C O U d M
When she's thirty-five she turns
take
I call her my automobile girl—T
blonde and starts all over again.
like to choke her.

NOV.

"We Had to be Good to Stay"
V

a

„__

WEDNESDAY,

NOV.

1920.
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MINARET CLUB OFFERS GAOETS ENJOY
EXHIBIT OF PRINTS MGGRAVY BROTHERS

CLEMSON REMOVES
CITADEL FROM RACE

PAGE FIVE

BELL TEL, MAN
MAYJISIT HERE

country in 1824, died at Croton-onHudson, November 1, 1831.

Grid Players Found Poor Students
(Continued from Page 1)
Missouri University's football men
fensive power was likewise too weak
do
most of their "showing off" on
Japanese Prints to Be on Sale
to tally. During the first two quar- Mr. Weisiger May Talk to EnAll Like Old Southern Melothe
gridiron and not in classrooms.
The Minaret Club of Architecture
ters the ball sea-sawed up and down
gineering Students Here
dies as Presented by Trio
A survey of group grades by Dr.
has brought to Clemson a very inthe territory lying between the two
The McCravy Brothers
gave a twenty-yard markers. This part of
Albert K. Heckel, dean of men,
1
Mr. Kendall Weisiger, Assistant shows the gridders at the foot of
prints. These prints hold a unique stellar performance here Saturday the'game which ended in a scoreless
to the President of the Southern Bell the list. Freshman football p'ayers
place in the history of Japanese an. night, November 23. These two tal- tie, was characterized only by the
Telephone
Company, may visit Clem- i were a trifle worse than the varisity.
ented
musicians
are
well
known
in
They are the story-telling pictures;
extremely great number of punts by
of the common people, depicting fa- the musical world of today, being obth teams and the superb footwork son between Thanksgiving and Christ-1 Basketball and nonpaternity men
miliar scenes of every day life. As connected with several radio broad- of Evans Wilson of Citadel, which mas to talk to the cadets. He may were below the average of all troups
it is possible to make many prints casting stations ,as well as having was a efature of the entire after- speak to the student body as a whole during the last scholastic year.
or he may limit his talk to the local Debaters, both men and women,
of the same subject inexpensively, made quite a few records for thfc noon.
branch of the A. I. E. E.
different
talking
machine
companies
were among the best students a*- the
people of small means are now able
At the opening of the third frame,
The
Bell
System,
which
includes
the
University.
to enjoy the work of the greatest throughout the country.
the Big Man saw the great need for
Western Electric Company and other
Japanese artists. These prints a"*e
figures and trotted out his topFederal Department of Education
subsidary
companies, has in its service
the works of the Orient that correnotchers. The difference
was at
It is a deplorable fact that 5,000,spond to our Occidental Illustraonce significant: for it was only a about fifty Clemson men. This is a 000 people in this country over ten
larger
number
than
any
other
college
tions.
short time until thirteen points apyears of age cannot read or write.
For many years these beautiful
peared in the Bengal column that in the South can claim. All of these The District of Columbia Daughters
old prints were not highly valued, by
had just previously been adorned men have fine records and it is with of America recently adopted a resthe Japanese. However, when Amerby a zero. hWen this was accom- confidence that the telephone now olution urg.'ng cre;t:3.i of a Deicans and Europeans interested by
plished, the offensive Tiger team chooses its men from Clemson. It partment of Education in the Fedthe writings of Lafcadio Hearn,
was recalled and sent to the show- might be due to this record that a man eral Government, with a Secretary
as important as Mr. Weisiger can
Pierre Lotus, Whistler, and other
ers in order that they might save
in the President's Cabinet.
appreciators of the East, began maktheir strength for the Thanksgiving come up from Atlanta to talk to the'
| Zuppke Honored by College Humor
ing collections of them, the Japanese
engagement with the Purple Hurri- students of Clemson.
The Bell System chooses for its '
Robert C. Zuppke, whose Univergovernment became active, and now
cane of Furman. The remainder of
it is very difficult to buy one of the
the contest was slow and very simi- training course only those students who sity of Illinois eleven survived a
original old prints.
lar to that of the ifirst half. The graduate with degrees of E. E. and hectic season in the Western ConThe prints in the exhibit here are
team from the -Seaside City was M. E. When picking employees for ference last year to win the footDall
reproductions of the Old Masters.
never .able to musterf sufficient the commercial and accounting depart- title, has the distinction of being
The collection is a large and varied
drive to threaten the Tier goal. The ments graduates with Commercial or the first person honored by College
one, and is now on display in the
Bulldogs lost mor yardage than they Arts and Science degrees are taken. Humor Magazine for marked success
studio on the third floor of Riggs
gained.
Mr. Weisiger may come to Clemson on the football field. The Illinois
Hall. The public in general is inThe line-up.
(soon on a preliminary inspection trip coach, whose teams have >>een a
vited to visit the exhibition which
Clemson
Citadel t0 look over the prospects for employ- constant menace to schools throughwill last about ten days.
Asbill
LE
Carlisle ees amongs the present senior class. out the country since he took charge
The prints are for sale, ranging
V. Fleming
LT
Kirby Those who he will take may consider of the grid staff at Illinois, has conin price from 25 cents to $1.50 each,
Gassaway
LG
Johnson themselves lucky for they will receive sistently developed championship
and will make very desirable ChristFord ham
C
Skelton ' thorough training, they will have a contenders.
In recognition of Zuppke's winmas gifts. The proceeds from the
Bowles
RG
Oglesby gooa job, and a fine employer as lone- nm
.
;i~
fhpv
™,-,t;„„„
,.
i.
,
,
,
title two consecusale will go toward the expenses of
Yarborough
RT
Morgan a: tney continue to uphold the stan- ' t. S the Big Ten
* ,.
,.
t .,, t.
,
,1,^J
J. L
•
'tive
seasons,
and
his
contribution
to
the Minareet's Club entertainment
c
C. Fleming
RE
Willard d-it-Hc
aards as already set by previous grad '
college athetics, College Humor renext spring.
Rodgers
QB
Wilson uates.
cently presented him with a beautiWelch
HB
Jackson
ful Gruen Paladin watch, "The
Salley
HB
Chapman PROF TAKES CHICKEN
Croix de Guerre of American AHarvin
FB
Mclntosh
FOR A RIDE
cihevement." This is a first of a
A well known Clemson professor
The program opened with the
series of watches to be presented
Mrs. Mae Satterlee entertained a
keeps his car in the chicken house.
three musicians, the two McCravey
to coaches, faculty members and
large number of friends at a recepUne night last week he made a tripv
I
, .
,
brothers and their sister, rendering
students
whose achievementss in the
tion given last Thursday afternoon.
to Anderson to see a show. After
several different ballards and intercollegiate field entitle them to the
Mrs. J. G. Gee entertained at a
the show, he declares that he found
pretations of southern folk songs.
honor.
luncheon on Friday morning, honora nice rooster resting on his gas
The two brothers sang many difing her mother, Mrs. T. C. Gibbs.
tank. Some will believe that, other- i
College Broadcasts
ferent numbers accompanied by
G. E. Contact Man Talks to may not, but it is definitely known
Mrs. R. K. Eaton entertained at
College
students as well as AlumMiss McCravey on the piano.
bridge on Monday afternoon in honor
that when he came back to Clemson ni will be interested to know that
Engineering Students About
One of the numbers enjoyed mosi
of Mrs. T. C. Gibbs, of Huntsville,
his companion was clinging tena- the college musical ogranization
General Electric Works
was the jokes and parodies given on
Texas.
ciously to a fine youn-? rooster.
;broadcasts such as those featured
different
popular
and
classical
The Evening Bridge Club met on
by Amherst, Dartmouth, Illinois.
Mr. John Klenke, General Electric
pieces. Several numbers were given
Tuesday evening at the home of Mr.
:
Northwestern,
Columbia, Ohio State,
on the violin by the younger of the contact man for Clemson, visited here
and Mrs. D. H. Henry.
i
University
of
Pennsylvania,
and othon
Thursday,
Friday
and
.Saturday.
The
two brothers who was accompanied
Mrs. W. W. Fitzpatrick entertained
ers last year will be cont'nucd this
by the piano. Not the least of the purpose of his visit was to look over
the Wednesday morning Bridge Club
year. College Humor Magazine :>nd
program however, was the interpula- the engineering seniors in view of
this week at her home in North
the Kolster Company will sponsor
tions played by the McCravey broth- prospective employees for the General
Clemson.
I these programs which may be heard
ers on the guitar. And of course no Electric Company Test Course.
Mrs. J. E. Hunter entertained the
Radio Tests to Eliminate Fading over the Columbia Broadciscing Sys.
program given in South Carolina
In the General Electric, each of
Immediately following the musi- tern.
John C. Calhoun Chapter of the U.
could be perfect without "Carolina the colleges from which a large numcal numbers constituting the regular
D. C. on Monday afternon.
A
Moon" and this piece was given a ber of engineering students are drawn program of broadcasting to the Byrd
Telephone Service Record
Mrs. George Klugh of Atlanta, Ga.,
front seat in this musical program. every year has what is known as a Expedition at Little America which ' During the next five years exis visitng her sister, Mrs. J. G. Gee.
In all the McCravey Bros, seemed "contact man". This man is an alum- was transmitted recently by the j Penditures by the American TeleMiss Elizabeth Dargan of Winthrop
to have made a fine impression on nus of that college and is one who is Westinghouse Station KDKA, Pitts- Pnone industries for increased serCollege spent the week-end on the
the people of Clemson College, and well acquainted with the company and burg, listeners heard a long'drawn vice wil1 exceed the $1,900,000,000
campus.
we hope to have them back.
the heads of the various departments. out "buzz", which was maintained ?,1ellt during the last five years. EvMiss Elizabeth Watson was the
The object of having these con- for five minutes. This "buzz" con- ery community in our country will
week-end guest of Mrs. F. T. Dargan.
tact men is mainly to help the boys stituted the first of a highly impor- benefit by domestic improvements,
Miss Mary Bryan of Converse Colwho come to the company to work. tant series of tests in which the Thp '"°Pe of the service is to be
leg spent the week-end with Mr and
New employees in a strange place are radio experts of KDKA are cooper- extended and its standards raised.
Mrs. A. B. Bryan.
The regular meeting of the ClemThe
telephone has a motto, "To give
Miss Margaret Harrison of Abbe- son College branch A. I. E'. E. was often placed in difficult situations and ating with those of the Byrd Exthe
best
P°ssIble service at the
ville is the guest of Mrs. M. E. Rrad- held in room 100 of Riggs Hall at it is reassuring to know that there is pedition. The object of these exIeast
Possible cost".
Among the
someone to whom he can take his periments is to secure a better
ley.
6:45 P. M. on Thursday November
great possibilities is the field of
understanding
of
one
of
the
radio's
troubles,
and
who
has
his
interests
at
21, 1928.
blind television.
heart.
most mysterious phenomenaThe minutes of the previous
:
spots", or "dead areas",
While
Mr.
Klenke
interviewed
the
Seniors
meeting were read by the secretary,
some of these "dead spots" are causafter which the following students on Friday and Saturday merely to obed by pecularities of land configurapapers
were presented:
"Radio tain some advance information on the
tion, others canot be explained so
graduating
class.
He
will
recommend
Tests to Eliminate Fading", by J.
The:e will be pictures of only six- J. Butler; "How Euginers View to Mr. Boring or to Mr. Means those easily, and many scientists now beteen girls in this year's TAPS, there- Life", by J. M. McPherson; "Cub men who he thinks are best, and when lieve that the trouble is chiefly due
fore this section of the book will Signals for Railroad Signals', by cither of these two visits Clemson in to the so-called "Heaviside Layer",
be outstanding.
It will be quite D. R. Bostick; "Current Events", February the final choice will be made. a stratum which surrounds the
Mr. Klenke was a visitor at the earth.
an honor for any girl to win a by C. V. Rentz.
A.
I. E. E. meeting on Thursday
place among these beauties.
The
An illustrated lecture, "The Life
November Anniversaries
staff is anxious to get pictures of of Thomas Edison", was then given night in the Engineering Building. He
The great world war ended on
many beautiful women and it Is by W. M. Estes.
Film slides were commented on the program and offered November 11, 1918. Thanksgiving
calling on the cadets to furnish them. used in connection with the talk suggestions as to the ways in which will be celebrated on the twentyEvery cadet at Clemson knows girls and showed the earliest laborato- the student papers should be given. Af- eighth of this month. That famous I
with the required qualification; ries of the great inventor together terwards he talked of the General Voltaire was born on the 2 4th day i
write and ask them for pictures— with developments that have result- Electric Company, its activities, and the j of November in 1694. Gen. John
they will feel complimented. Any ed from his work.
great opportunities that it offers to Glover, who commanded the "Masize picture can be used. It should
Mr. Klenke, General Electric con- young college men.
Tine Regiment" that transported I
be black and white glossy finish, tact man for Clemson, was present
Washington's army across the Delaunmounted. Tinted pictures are not at the meeting and talked to the cesful one in some time, fifty-four ware just before the battle of Trendesirable as they photograph poorly. branch about the General Electric being present. This is probably the ton, was born at Salem, Mass., Nov. j
Entries will be taken as late as Jan- courses for college graduates and largest percentage of the total stu- 5, 1732. Warren G. Harding, 29th.
uary 15th, but pictures should be the opportunities for young men. dent attendance reached by any col- president of the United States, was
written for at once. The beauties He told the members about the mak- lege at chapter meetings.
Watch born at Corsica (then Blooming
this year will probably be picked by ing of films, such as was used in the for the flashing electric sign "A. 1. Grove), Ohio, in 1865 on the second
"Ye olde Beauty Judge" John Held, lecture on Edison's life for it is in E. E.' above the guard room and be day of this month. General Philip
Jr. Submit entries tn the editor in his department that they are made. sure to come down to the meet- van Cortlandt, who accompanied
BOB MCCARLEY
room C-l.
The meeting for the most suc- ing right after supper.
Gen. Lafayette on h^s tour of this

CAMPUS NOTES

JOHNNY KLENKE INTERVIEWS STUDENTS

INTERESTING FACTS
AND WORLD NEWS

OLURS AND SOCIETIES

BEAUTY SECTION
ENTRIES WANTED
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SPORTS

TIGERS DEFEAT BULLDOGS

CLEMSON 13, CITADEL 0
And the Big Man used his first stringers for only one period. During the entire first half and the fourth quarter
Josh held his offensive team on the bench. The second team
held the Bulldogs to a nothing to the same tie for the first
two periods, then the Tiger coach trotted out his headliners
to push over two touchdowns in quick succession. When
this was accomplished, the offensive aggregation was
withdrawn and sent to the showers. The Jovial Genius is
taking no unnecessary chances before the Turkey Day affair
with the Big Wind. At least, a muddy field seemed to hinder the opposing team as much as it did Clemson.
YARBOROUGH AND GASSAWAY STAR
Mule Yarborough and Jim Gassaway, both relief linesmen, were virtually towers of strength in the vanguard of
the Tiger team. These two boys, who are both fourth
year men, crowned themselves with glory as they played
some of the most brilliant football ever witnessed in Ti~
gertown. They both spent much of their defensive time
in the Bulldog backfield. While on the offensive they
played a great part in the ripping of the Canine forward
TOMORROW—THANKSGIVING AND HOMECOMING
Only one more obstacle lies between the Codymen in
their drive toward the undisputed State Championship;
this is Furman. The very name strikes a cord in the
hearts of every Tiger that sends a feeling of determination to "do or die" through the entire body. Tiger-Hurricane rivalry is known and felt through the entire Palmetto state and even into some of the neighboring units
of the Union. The Turkey Day classic which is a longestablished institution, has for many years been staged
in Greenville; but this year the scene will be layed on
Mutt Gee's own prize lawn in the lair of a capable and
determined Tiger. Besides being the famed Thanksgiving classic as far as the Sand Lapper fans of the great
collegiate games are concerned, the game tomorrow is
the main event on the annual Homecoming day for the
sons of Mr. Clemson's A. and M. College. It is also the
the last chance that football enthusiasts of this sectionwill have to enjoy their favorie game this season.
Probable Line-np to Include Many
Wlio Will Don the Garb of a Tiger
Gridster for the Last Time
At the time of this writing, it is
rumored through these open spaces
that Coach Josh Cody will start a
lineup of all seniors with the exception of one man. Fordham, a Sophomore, the rumor says, will probably play the pivot position. Should
this rumor be true, the Bengal lineup will include most of the following men: Padgett, McMillan, McCarley, Hane, Jones, Woodruff, Asbill,
Swofford, Gunnels, Yarborough, Magill. Gassaway, and Rodgers.
All
Yellow Peril supporters will be indeed glad to learn that at this time
it is probable that Jones and Woodruff, the two superb Tiger wingmen
will return to Clemson next year
and will again thrill the crowds by
snatching pigskins from the atmosphere.
RATS LOSE TO FLORIDA
Joe Guyon's Tiger Cubs journeyed
down to the Sunny State and closed
the season by losing to the University of Florida first year men by a
score of 23 to 13. Despite the fact
that the Little Tigers suffered two
reverses this season, the Big Indian
has some mighty promising material
that he has developed remarkably.
Many of his boys will bear watching
next season.
BASKETBALL TEAM STARTS
PRACTICING
Turkey Day marks the close of
football season ias far as Clemson
is concerned. However, as the curtain is lowered on this sport, the
stage hands reach for the ropes to
draw the veil from around another
major athletic giame. The Jungaleer veterans of the hardwood court j
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have already started to round themselves into shape and to throw the
inflated sphere through the basket.
Pre-season indications are that the
Tiger quint of this season will be
even stronger than the one that last
year eliminated Georgia Tech from
the Southern Conference Tournament,
in Atlanta. Among the men who saw
much service last season and are here
this year are Captain Jones, Crain,
Hewitt, Thomas, Gibson, Asbill,
Crawford, Woodruff, Lee, Kirchner
and Childers. News that will be of
great interest to the followers of the
Tiger ^sketteers is that Lester, the
stalwart guard of the last two seasons, will return to school after
Christmas in time to hold down his
old berth. There is also much promising material among the Sophomores
who played on the Frosh outfit last
season.
The stage will be set here Thursday for the largest crowd ever r.o
attend a football game at Clemson.
When the long caravan of football
addicts treks to Clemson flats, the
fans will find every provision for
their comfort and convenience furnished by the Clemson athletic authorities.
Athletic Director James G. Gee
announces that many special facilities have been added for the Clemson-Furman clash.
Parking will be permitted on Bowman field, in front of the Main building, and on the west end of Riggs
field.
This arrangement will provide ample free parking space for an
enormous throng. Traffic policemen
will be on duty at the intersections
an(j wm direct the parking of autoi.

Thirty uniformed poilceman will
be on duty in the field. These have
been borrowed from nearby cities.
They will be assisted by some thirty
other deputies, state constables, and
plain clothes officers.
Thus adequate police protection is assured
the spectators.
The entire lobby floor of the Y.
M. C. A. building will be placed off
limits to cadets and will be reserved for the exclusive use of ladies.
Turkey dinners will be served
in the old gymnasium by E. C. King
of Anderson, who has prepared a
tempting menu at a very attractive
price. Dinners will be served beginning at ten o'clock Thursday.
The game will start at two o'clock
and officials particularly urge that
spectators reach their seats before
this hour. Every effort, will be made
to seat the fans with promptness
and dispatch, but the size of the
crowd expected will tax gate facilities in the event of a last minute
rush.
With paved highways extending
for long stretches in every direction
from Clemson, it is anticipated that
a great delegation of spectators will
take advantage of their last opportunity to witness a college football contest in South Carolina this
season. It will be Furmans' first
appearance on Rigsg field in five
years.

back to the one yard strip. On the
next play, Jenkins went over guard
for the touchdown.
The Cubs showed their first signa
of an offensive in the opening minutes of the third period.
Miller
heaved a 25-yard pass to Rivers
who cut diagonally across the field
for 35 more yards after accepting
the toss. He was brought down on
Florida's 16-yard line. Miller flipped
a pass to Davis for eleven more
yards .placing the oval five yard's
■from home, sweet '-- — ". Three line
plays were smothered, and on the
fourth down Miller pased to Davis
over the goal line, but he fumbled
the ball.
Later in the period, Miller passed
to Craig for a neat gain of 23-yards,
getting a first down on Floridas' 22yard line. Miler completed a pass
to Rivers for 12 yards. Miler bucked
the ball up to the two-yard line,
and Chapman sneaked through center for the score on the next play.
A clever aerial attack in the final
period netted the Tigeirs another
touchdown. Three successful passes
gave Clemson a first down on Flo-
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SPORTS
rida's 3-yard line. Wilson crashed
through center for the touchdown.
The game ended in a deluge of
passes, both teams hurling them
with reckless abandon.
The filial
whistle probably knocked the Gators out of another touchdown, for
they had the ball on Clemson's 3yard line when the game ended.
The forward walls of both teams
exhibited an airtight defense thruout the entire game. Footsey Davis and Craig in the Cub line were
bulwarks of strength on offense as
well as defense.
,
The line-up and summary:
Cubs
Gators
Pos.
Craig
Cherry
LB
Davis
Toph
LT
Flagg
Anderson
LG
Nettles
Gunn
C
Potts
Causey
RG
Achkenazy
RT
Williams
Rivers
Woodal
RE
Miller
Sherrill
QB
Rogero
LH
Stover
Chapman
Melton
RH
Wilson
Richards
FB
Gators
12 14 0 0—26
Cubs
0 0 7 6—31

BABY GATOBS DEFEAT CLEMSON CUBS
Floridians Double Score
Clemson Frosh

of

The Baby Gators of the University of Florida defeated the Clemson College Rats 26 to 13 Saturday
at Jacksonville in a game which
was waged chiefly in the air.
Neither team was able to flash
a.' running attack, and both sides resorted to passes to make up for
this deficiency.
No less than 40
passes were heaved during the melee, and all of the six touchdowns
made by both elevens were chalked
up as a result of overhead tosses.
Clearly outplayed in the first half,
the Cubs came back strong in the
last session to score two touchdowns. The Gators did not have
a look-in in this last frame until
the last minute of play, when a long
pass placed the oval on the threeyard strips just before the game
ended.
Rogero, Florida halfback, proved
to be a passer de luxe. He tossed
the slippery pigskin with unerring
accuracy and was responsible for all
his team's scoring. The Cubs had
a great forward passer too, in Miller
This young man, who hails from
Tampa, made life miserable for his
fellow Floridians.
Statistics show that the Little Gators chalked up fifteen first downs to
eight for the Tigers. Thirteen of
Florida's fifteen first downs came in
the first half, and all of Clemson's
were made in the second.
On an exchange of punts at the
start of the game Florida gained
twenty yards, and from Clemson's
44-yard line the Ga|tors marched
down the field to their first touchdown. The Baby Gators registered
their second counter a few minutes
later, when Toph recovered Miller's
fumble on the Cub 8-yard. line. From
here a pass from Sherrill to Rogero
was good for the score.
As the second period opened Joe
Guyon injected ten new players into
the fray. On an exchange of kicks.
Brown fumbled on his own 5-yard
line, and on a Florida player recovered.
On a double reverse play.
Melton skirted right end for the
third touchdown.
The last Florida score came as a
result of two long runs by Rogero
that put the ball on the Tigers
8-yard line. Jenkins ploughed into
center for three yards. Rogero
dashed through right tackle and cut

GOAT MCMILLAN

O. D. PADGETT
Captain

CUT THIS SCHEDULE OUT

BIG PICTURES COMING TO CLEMSON
TWO OF METRO GOLWYN'S GREATEST PRODUCTIONS
OF THE CURRENT YEAR TO BE SHOWN AT CLEMSON
Cecil B. DeMilles Great Production "DYNAMITE", starring
Conrad, Nagel, Kay Johnson, Julie Faye—Splendid settings
and Gorgeous Scenes as only Cecil DeMille is Capable of
Bringing to the Screen.
One of the Most Resplendent Pictures of the Current Year is
"THE VIKING"—All in Color—This Picture Likewise Has
a Wonderful Cast Including Pauline Starke, Donald Crisp
and LeRoy MaSbn.
"DYNAMITE" will probably be shown on Nov. 27 and 28.
"THE VIKING" will be shown on the 29th. It is possible
that the picture "DYNAMITE" will be shown on Tuesday
and Wednesday and this will enable us to show "THE VIKING" on Thursday and Friday.

THE SCHEDULE FOR THE REMAINDER OF NOVEMBER
AND FOR DECEMBER FOLLOWS:
Nov. 25th—BROADWAY MELODY starring Anita Paige and
others.
Nov. 26th—MASQUERADE and POWER OF THE PRESS
Nov 27th—DYNAMITE, Cecil B. DeMilles Production
Nov. 28th—Corrinne Griffith in SATURDAY'S CHILDREN
Nov. 29th—THE VIKING—all in Technicolor
Nov. 30th—FASHIONS IN LOVE—Adolph Menjou and Possibly MASKED EMOTIONS
Dec. 2nd.—THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER
Dec. 3rd.—THE SQUALL
Dec. 5th—Clara Bow in DANGEROUS CURVES
Dec
6th—Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell in LUCKY STAR
Dec. 7th—TWO WEEKS OFF and THE FLYING MARINE
Dec. 9th—YOUNG NOWHERES
Dec. 10th—THE BROADWAY HOOFER
Dec. 11th—To be announced
Dec. 12th—PRISONERS
Dec. 13th—PLEASURE CRAZED
Dec. 14th—HOT STUFF
Dec 15th—BLACK WATCH and STAIRS OF SAND

